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The Future of Unmanned Systems

- The Department of Defense’s future vision for Network Centric Operations (NCO) is intended to increase combat control by networking relevant entities across the battlefield [1].
  - In a future NCO scenario, one operator is going to supervise a team of heterogeneous Unmanned Vehicles (UVs) to work together towards a specific task.
C2 Transition

Today:
Manually control of one UV

Future:
Supervisory control of a team of heterogeneous UVs
Workload Sources

Current C2 Workload

- Monitor video feeds for 1 UV
- Monitor developing situation on ground
- Participate in dozen of instant messages
- Incoming data: 10's to 100's (10^12) Terabytes over few hours

Future C2 Workload

- Monitor feeds for multiple UVs
- Monitor developing situation plus status of each UVs
- Participate in dozen of instant messages
- Incoming data to levels of Yottabytes (10^24) by 2015 [3]

Operator Overloaded !!!
Design Challenges

- Information overload
- Attention allocation
- Task switching and interruption
- Trust and effectiveness of the system to match mission requirements
Motivation

- To successfully develop Unmanned System’s technology for NCO scenarios the following is required:
  - Rigorous mathematical methods and tools for predicting the behavior of newly developed C2 technologies and the operator under realistic assumptions.
  - Field testing approaches to identify potential problems and prove the capabilities and robustness of the new technologies.
Questions of Interest

1. With the current overloaded state of the information of most C2 technologies, how can we ensure an adequate ratio of UVs to an operator in NCO scenarios?

2. Are new C2 technologies being developed for NCO scenarios truly reducing information overload and increasing operator performance for a given set of mission requirements?
Research Goals

- Develop a decision-making tool that will serve to help decision makers:
  - Select an adequate C2 technology for a complex mission scenario.
  - Determine the limitations of the C2 technology in terms of mission requirements (i.e., team size, performance level).
  - Determine areas that require improved designs in order to modify them and increase operator performance.
  - Develop a better understanding of what enables operator capacity in this type of mission scenario.
A decision-making tool was developed using a Decision Network (DN).

- DN uses decision theory, which is a close cousin of probability theory, to:
  - Specify the desirability of various outcomes and the cost of various actions that may be performed to affect the outcome.
  - Find an action or plan that maximizes the expected utility minus the cost.
Modeling Operator Capacity

- Information Processing theories [7]:
  - What affects performance?

What affect the operator in complex tasks?

Complex Mission Task

- NCO Scenario: multiple heterogeneous UVs, high workload, simultaneous tasks, multiple enemies, etc.

Operator Cognitive Capacity Model

- Model the situation [6]:
  - Discrete event simulation.
  - Heterogeneous UVs.
  - UT as workload measure.

How is the situation modeled?

- Modified Version [5]:
  - Multiple homogeneous UVs

- Simplified version [4]:
  - Only 1 UV

\[ FO = \frac{NT + IT}{IT} = \frac{NT}{IT} + 1 \]

\[ FO = \frac{NT}{IT(WT1) + (WT)} + 1 \]
Model Details

Sequence of DM Process
- Usability
  - Automation
  - Algorithm
- Task Management
- Decision Efficiency
- Increase Team

Input: Observable Measures
- WTSA, IT, WTQ, NT
- IT, NT
- System Overrides
- Total time, ID task rate, Target task rate, UV health status
- Total Score, UT, Team Size, Team Heterogeneity

Output: Unobservable
- SA, WTCR, System Interruption, Information Overload
- Workload
Experimental Methodology

Develop preliminary computational model

Define performance measures to be extracted from simulation data

Extract performance measures

Develop simulation environment with potential NCO scenario

Evaluate the development of three treatment conditions: High, Medium, and Low team size

Input data in Model

Validate Model/ Learn from data:
Are the relationships the same? If not, what are the correct relationships observed?
Can the model predict whether the user can control more or less UVs?
Develop workload and SA curves that will help us determine the operator’s limitations.

Wait Times due to Queue (WTQ)

Wait Times due to Cognitive (WTQ)

Utilization Times (UT)

Neglected Times (NT)

Interaction Times (IT)

Performance Measures MUV

- UV Health Status
- System Reassignment Rate
- Rate
- System Interruption
- Success Rate
- Target Elimination Task-

Can the model predict whether the user can control more or less UVs?
Experimental Trials

- Experimental trials are currently being conducted online at Naval Postgraduate School (NPS).
  - The online trial includes: a background and exit survey, a tutorial, a trial game, and one of a set of possible experimental conditions.

- The study design will be a between subjects with three conditions:
  - High team size (9 UVs), medium team size (7 UVs), and low team size (5 UVs).
Research Implications

- Better understanding of operator cognitive capacity in complex UV mission scenarios.
- Development of specific C2 design requirements for complex UV environments.
- Definition of the performance measures for this type of complex mission scenario.
Future Research

❖ Model Validation Phase 2:
  ✓ Validate the model with a different NCO technology.
  ✓ Incorporate workload and SA curves into the model to strength prediction.
  ✓ Start working on a decision tool package that will include model and program to extract input from any simulation.

❖ Investigate the development of a warning tool based on our decision net.
Questions?


